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Functional central limit theorems for triangular arrays of rowwise independent
stochastic processes are established by a method replacing tail probabilities by
expectations throughout. The main tool is a maximal inequality based on a
preliminary version proved by P. Gaenssler and Th. Schlumprecht. Its essential
refinement used here is achieved by an additional inequality due to M. Ledoux and
M. Talagrand. The entropy condition emerging in our theorems was introduced by
K. S. Alexander, whose functional central limit theorem for so-called measure-like
processes will be also regained. Applications concern, in particular, so-called
random measure processes which include function-indexed empirical processes and
partial-sum processes (with random or fixed locations). In this context, we obtain
generalizations of results due to K. S. Alexander, M. A. Arcones, P. Gaenssler, and
K. Ziegler. Further examples include nonparametric regression and intensity
estimation for spatial Poisson processes.  1997 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY
In the literature, two main methods have turned out to be suitable in the
study of FCLT’s (functional central limit theorems). The first one is the
so-called bracketing method which is applied, e.g., by Ossiander (1987),
Pollard (1989), and Gaenssler and Ziegler (1991, 1994b). The second one
leads to so-called random entropy conditions and has been used, e.g., by
Kolchinskii (1981), Pollard (1982), Gine and Zinn (1984, 1986), Alexander
(1987a, 1987b) and Gaenssler and Schlumprecht (1988). It has par-
ticularity proved appropriate in the case of a VC class as index set
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(cf. Alexander, 1987a, 1987b, Arcones, Gaenssler, and Ziegler, 1992, and
Gaenssler, 1993, for FCLTs on VC classes). Both methods go back at least
to the fundamental contributions of Dudley (1978, 1984).
Here we shall only pursue the second method (random entropy condi-
tions) and apply it to very general situations. In this way we shall obtain
FCLTs which include those established by Pollard (1982), Gaenssler
and Schlumprecht (1988), Arcones, Gaenssler, and Ziegler (1992), and
Gaenssler (1993). Our general FCLT’s for triangular arrays of stochastic
processes are similar to those in Alexander (1987a), Pollard (1990), and
van der Vaart and Wellner (1996), but working exclusively with expecta-
tions (instead of tail probabilities used there), we arrive at much more lucid
proofs.
As to uniform laws of large numbers (ULLN’s) for triangular arrays of
processes under random entropy conditions we refer to Gaenssler and
Ziegler (1994a) and Ziegler (1994, 1995); the results presented there are
much more general than those contained in Gine and Zinn (1984) and
Pollard (1990). For ULLN’s under bracketing conditions, see, e.g., Gaenssler
and Ziegler (1994b) for the most recent results.
After presenting some essential inequalities in Section 2, the maximal
inequality proved in Gaenssler and Schlumprecht (1988) is refined in
Section 3. Under certain conditions on the metric entropy (which are in
particular fulfilled if the index set is a VC graph class) this inequality takes
a rather simple and tractable form.
In Section 4 the maximal inequality is applied to some important examples
(function-indexed empirical processes and function-indexed partial-sum
processes with random locations), which leads to results due to Dudley
(1984), Pollard (1982), Arcones, Gaenssler, and Ziegler (1992) and generali-
zations of those.
The method of checking the so-called asymptotic equicontinuity condi-
tion (AEC) is by means of truncation and application of the inequality
from Section 3 leading also in Section 5 to some rather general FCLT’s for
centered and noncentered processes. As already mentioned, we shall work
here exclusively with expectations instead of tail probabilities used in the
literature so far (see, e.g., Alexander, 1987a, 1987b, and van der Vaart and
Wellner, 1996). As a corollary, we obtain Alexander’s FCLT for measure-
like processes (see Alexander, 1987a).
In Section 6 we establish FCLT’s for so-called random measure pro-
cesses, showing that in the special case of set-indexed partial sum processes
(PSP’s) this leads to results obtained by Gaenssler (1993).
The examples given in Section 7 include some generalizations of examples
already contained in Gaenssler (1993) and a FCLT for the smoothed PSP
with fixed locations (see also Gaenssler and Ziegler, 1991, 1994, where an
analogous theorem is established by means of a bracketing method).
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In most of these examples, the function-indexed case has not been
explicitly considered in the literature so far. Following a suggestion of the
referees, an outline on some further examples in probability and statistics
where our theorems are potentially useful is also given.
2. GENERAL REMARKS AND SOME
FUNDAMENTAL INEQUALITIES
Let (0, A, P) be a probability space and ! : 0  R :=R _ [&, +]
an arbitrary map. Recall that the outer expectation (upper integral ) of !
with respect to P is defined as
E*! :=inf[E’, ’!, ’ : 0  R measurable and E’ exists in R ],
while for an arbitrary subset A/0 its outer probability is defined as
P*A :=inf[PB, B#A and B # A].
Note that P*(A)=E*(1A) for any A/0. Note also that Markov’s and
Ho lder’s inequalities remain valid for outer expectations and outer proba-
bilities (proofs can be found in Ziegler, 1994, 1.1.4(iii), (iv)); we will often
make use of these facts in the sequel.
Let (T, d ) be a pseudometric parameter space and let (8nj) j j(n), n # N be
a triangular array of rowwise independent (but not necessarily identically
distributed) L2-processes indexed by T with bounded sample paths (i.e.,
E(82nj (t))< for all t # T, j j(n), n # N and supt # T |8nj (|, t)|< for all
| # 0).
As to independence, we assume more precisely that the processes are
defined on the coordinates of a product space (0, A, P), as is also
done, e.g., in Alexander (1987a) and van der Vaart and Wellner (1996,
Section 2.11).
In this paper we are going to present some functional central limit
theorems (FCLT’s) for the sequence of partial sums (Sn)n # N , where
Sn := :
j j(n)
8nj ,
that is, weak convergence (convergence in ‘‘law’’) in the sense of Hoffmann
Jo% rgensen (1984) of the processes Sn (n  ) in the (generally non-
separable) Banach space
l(T ) :=[x : T  R : &x&T :=sup
t # T
|x(t)|<]
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to a Gaussian process G=(G(t))t # T , whose sample paths are contained in
Ub(T, d ) :=[x # l(T ) : x uniformly d-continuous].
Note that Ub(T, d ) is a closed subspace of (l(T ), & }&T) being separable
iff (T, d ) is totally bounded (cf. Corollary 2 in Gaenssler and Schneemeier,
1986), where the latter property will always follow from the assumptions
imposed below.
In this context it is said that Sn converges weakly to G (Sn w
L
sep
G, where
‘‘sep’’ indicates the fact that the limiting process G concentrates on the
separable space Ub(T, d )), iff
lim
n  
E*( f (Sn))=E( f (G)) for all bounded and continuous f : l(T )  R.
Note that since G has all its sample paths in the separable subspace
Ub(T, d ) of l(T ), it follows that G (thought of being also defined on our
basic p-space (0, A, P)) is A, B(l(T ))-measurable (where B(l(T ))
denotes the Borel _-field in (l(T ), & }&T)) and therefore f (G) is
P-integrable, whence E( f (G)) is well defined. Note also that in this context
it is not assumed the ‘‘laws’’ of Sn to be defined on any particular _-field
in l(T ), i.e., concerning the processes Sn no measurability has to be
assumed; therefore the use of outer expectations E*.
From Gaenssler (1992, Theorem 3.10), we know that the so-called
‘‘asymptotic equicontinuity condition’’ (AEC)
lim
$ a 0
lim sup
n  
P*( sup
d(s, t)$
|Sn(s)&Sn(t)|>=)=0 \=>0
is crucial in this context of weak convergence. Therefore, we seek for
appropriate maximal inequalities for sums of independent stochastic
processes to verify the AEC.
As we can already see from the AEC, FCLT’s usually involve non-
measurable suprema. Since in the proof of the maximal inequality (3.1) we
must work with Fubini arguments, we have to impose some measurability.
Concerning this, we define: A finite sequence (‘j) iN of stochastic processes
is said to fulfil condition (M) iff
(M) supt # T |iN :i‘i (t)| is A, B -measurable for any choice of
:i # [&1, 1], iN (where B denotes the Borel _-field in R ).
Note that this is weaker than the corresponding condition (M) in
Gaenssler and Schlumprecht (1988) (where, as a closer look at the proofs
reveals, the product space setting is also tacitly assumed).
In the proof of our main theorems, we will need a symmetrization proce-
dure which is well-known under some measurability (Marcus, 1981, Ledoux
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and Talagrand, 1991, etc.). It was shown by Ziegler (1991, 1995) that the
symmetrization inequality for stochastic processes on a product space
claimed by Pollard (1990) (see inequality (2.1) there) holds without any
further measurability assumptions and that this is still true even if the
processes do not have bounded sample paths.
Thus, according to the above remark concerning independence of pro-
cesses, let (0, A, P) :=(_i # N 0i ,  i # N A i , _i # N Pi) be a countable
product of p-spaces and Xi : 0  RT stochastic processes with
Xi (|) :=hi (|i), i # N, |=(|1 , |2 , ...) # 0,
where hi : 0i  RT, i # N, are stochastic processes defined on 0i with a
common arbitrary index set T, and assume that
E |Xi (t)|< for all t # T.
2.1. Lemma (Symmetrization lemma). Let =i , i # N be the coordinate
projections defined on (0$, A$, P$) :=([&1, 1]N, B([&1, 1]) N, ( 12 $&1+
1
2 $1)
N); i.e., (=i) i # N is a ‘‘canonically formed ’’ ( for a definition of this notion
see 4.1 below) Rademacher sequence. Then for any convex and nondecreasing
function  : R+  R+ it holds that ( put () :=limx  (x))
E*| \ \supt # T } :
n
i=1
Xi (t)&E|Xi (t) }++E* \ \2 supt # T } :
n
i=1
=i Xi (t) }++
and
E*| \maxjn  \supt # T } :
j
i=1
Xi (t)&E| Xi (t) }++
E* \maxjn  \2 supt # T } :
j
i=1
=i Xi (t) }++ ,
where E* denotes outer expectation on the product space (0_0$, AA$,
P_P$) and E*| denotes outer expectation with respect to (0, A, P). K
Next, following Dudley (1984), we use the concept of packing and covering
numbers and metric entropy (cf. the note on p. 40 in Dudley, 1984, on the
origin of these concepts). Let (T, d ) be a pseudometric space. A set
[t1 , ..., tn]/T is called a u-net if for each t # T there is some ti with
d(t, ti)u. On the other hand, points t1 , ..., tn will be called u-distinguishable
if d(ti , tj)>u whenever i{ j.
In both definitions, it is convenient and shall avoid technical complica-
tions later on if we admit u=0, i.e., u # [0, ). It follows immediately that
a maximal set of u-distinguishable points also forms a u-net.
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Now let, for u # [0, ), the covering number N(u, T, d ) be the minimal
number of points contained in a u-net and let the packing number
D(u, T, d ) be the maximal number of u-distinguishable points in T.
H(u, T, d ) :=ln N(u, T, d ) is called the metric entropy of T. It is easy to see
that D(2u, T, d )N(u, T, d )D(u, T, d ), so that the two concepts (packing
and covering) are, in this sense, equivalent.
By a chaining method (see Pollard, 1984, 1989, 1990) one obtains the
subgaussian inequality for Rademacher averages which is crucial in the
proof of the maximal inequality presented in Section 3. It is the usual sub-
gaussian bound for the special subgaussian process (‘(t))t # T with ‘(t) :=
ni=1 =i xi (t). See, e.g., Gaenssler and Schlumprecht (1988, Lemma 2) for
the case of general subgaussian processes (with a much more involved
proof, however).
2.2. Lemma (Subgaussian inequality). Let xi # RT (i=1, ..., n) and
=1 , ..., =n be a Rademacher sequence. Then for 1p< there is a universal
constant Cp such that for any $>0
E1p \ supd(s, t)$ } :
n
i=1
=i (xi (s)&xi (t)) }
p
+Cp |
$4
0
(H(=, T, d ))12 d=,
where
d 2(s, t) := :
n
i=1
(xi (s)&xi (t))2. K
The next lemma is taken from Ledoux and Talagrand (1989) yielding
the essential improvement of the maximal inequality in Gaenssler and
Schlumprecht (1988). It corresponds to the so-called ‘‘square root trick’’ for
tail probabilities used by Alexander (1987a) and invented by LeCam
(1983). Let us note that it forms a corollary of a far more general com-
parison theorem (see Ziegler, 1994, Lemma 1.5.3).
2.3. Lemma (‘‘Square root trick’’ for expectations). Let =1 , ..., =n be a
Rademacher sequence, let T be an arbitrary index set, and let xi # RT,
i=1, ..., n. Then
E \supt # T } :
n
i=1
=ix2i (t) }+4 max1in &xi& E \supt # T } :
n
i=1
=i xi (t) }+ ,
where &xi& :=supt # T |xi (t)|. K
In the examples of Sections 4 and 7, we will often consider set-indexed
and function-indexed processes with a so-called VapnikChervonenkis class
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(VCC) or a VapnikChervonenkis graph class (VCGC) as index set, respec-
tively. Therefore, let us briefly explain these concepts.
Let (X, X) be an arbitrary measurable space. For C/X and a finite
subset F/X define
2C(F ) :=*[C & F, C # C] (2n if *F=n)
and
mC(n) :=max[2C(F ) : F/X and *F=n] (2n).
If mC(s)<2s for some s # N, C is called a VapnikChervonenkis class
(VCC) and
v :=V(C) :=min[s # N : mC(s)<2s]
is called the VC index of C.
We can formulate the VC property in an equivalent manner if we say
that a class C/X shatters a finite subset F/X iff every E/F is of the
form C & F for some C # C.
Then C is a VCC iff for some s # N no s-element subset of X is shattered
by C and the least s for which this happens is the VC index V(C). This
means that a VCC is not rich enough to separate the points of every finite
subset of X. For example, in X=Rd the class of all lower left orthants or
the class of all rectangles or ellipsoids form a VCC.
Dudley (1984) has shown that for a finite-dimensional vector space M of
real-valued functions on X, C :=[[x : f (x)>0], f # M] forms a VCC (see
also Pollard, 1984, Lemma II, 18).
More on VC classes can be found, e.g., in Pollard (1984) (called there
classes of sets with polynomial discrimination) and in Stengle and Yukich
(1989).
Now we turn to classes of functions. Let F be a class of real-valued
measurable functions on (X, X). Then
R :=[Gf : f # F]
is called the graph region class of F, where
Gf :=[(x, t) : 0t f (x) or f (x)t0]
is the ‘‘area between the graph of f and the line X_[0].’’
Now, if R forms a VC class in (X_R, XB), B the Borel _-field in R
(note that Gf # XB for every f # F since f is measurable), then F is
said to be a VC graph class (VCGC). Clearly, if C is a VCC, then
F :=[1C , C # C] is a VCGC with V(R)=V(C).
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For example, any finite-dimensional vector space of measurable func-
tions is a VC graph class, as well as the set of all translates of a fixed
monotone function. Further, if G is a fixed nonnegative function, the class
of functions (x [ t 1[G(x)t])t # R is a VC graph class.
Further examples for VC classes and VC graph classes as well as per-
manence properties which allow us to construct new VC classes from
known ones are contained in Pollard (1984) and in van der Vaart and
Wellner (1996, Section 2.6.5).
In the present work we need entropy bounds for VCGC’s. The following
lemma is a result mentioned in Alexander (1984). Notice, however, that the
finiteness of the measure * is not required. It can be proved by a combina-
tion of the methods of Lemma 2.7 in Alexander (1984) and Lemma II, page
25 in Pollard (1984).
2.4. Lemma. Let F be a VCGC with envelope F (that is, F : X  R+
measurable and supf # F | f (x)|F(x) for all x # X ) and graph region class
R. Then for v :=V(R) there is some K(v)>0 such that
N(=*(F 2)12, F, d (2)* )K(v) =
&4(v&1)
for 0<=1 and all measures * on (X, X) with *(F 2) :=X F
2 d*<,
where d (2)* ( f, g)
2 :=*(( f &g)2) for f, g # F.
In the special case mentioned above (F :=[1C , C # C], C a VCC) we
have F=1 and d (2)* =(d*)
12 (d*(C1 , C2) :=*(C12C2)). Thus, if addi-
tionally * is a p-measure, we obtain a sharper form of Lemma 7.13 in
Dudley (1978).
Guided by this and the integrals appearing on the right-hand side of the
maximal inequality in Section 3, we define more generally (see Alexander,
1987a, and van der Vaart and Wellner, 1996, Cond. 2.5.1):
Let M(X, F ) be the set of all measures # on (X, X) with #(F 2)<. Then
F is said to have uniformly integrable (L2)-entropy iff
|
1
0
(ln N({, F))12 d{<,
where
N({, F) := sup
# # M(X, F )
N({[#(F 2)]12, F, d (2)# ).
In particular, in the case of uniformly integrable entropy, (F, d (2)# ) is totally
bounded for any measure #. Obviously every class of functions with polynomial
entropy (for a definition see, e.g., Alexander, 1987a) has uniformly integrable
entropy; in particular every VC graph class (see Lemma 2.4).
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3. THE MAXIMAL INEQUALITY
Here we present our refined version of the maximal inequality due to
Gaenssler and Schlumprecht (1988).
3.1. Theorem. Let (8nj) j j(n), n # N be a triangular array of rowwise
independent L2-processes indexed by a class F of measurable functions with
envelope F on a measurable space (X, X). Further, let +n , n # N, be random
measures on (X, X) such that almost surely
\2n( f, g) := :
j j(n)
(8nj ( f )&8nj(g))2+n(( f &g)2)=(d (2)+n ( f, g))
2
for all f, g # F. (1)
Define
_2n( f, g) :=E\
2
n( f, g)= :
j j(n)
E((8nj ( f )&8nj (g))2)
and the random integral
ln(:) :=|
:
0
(H({[+n(F 2)]12, F, d (2)+n ))
12 d{ (2)
(if +n(|, F 2)= let ln(|, :) :=1).
Concerning measurability, assume that both ((8nj ( f )&8nj
(g))f, g # F , _n( f, g):) j j(n) and (((8nj ( f )&8nj (g))
2)f, g # F ) j j(n) fulfil condi-
tion (M) for each n # N and : # (0, ]. Then there exist universal constants
K1 , K2 such that for all :>0
E \ sup_n( f, g): } :j j(n) =j (8nj ( f )&8nj (g)) }+K1A } B+K2C
with
A :=:&1E*12( max
j j(n)
sup
f, g # F
|8nj ( f )&8nj (g)| [+n(F 2)]12 ln(1)),
B :=E*12(+n(F 2)(ln(1))2),
and
C :=E*((1 6 [+n(F 2)]12) ln(:)).
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Proof. Fix an arbitrary n # N and write for notational convenience \ for
\n and _ for _n . We show first: If D :=supf, g # F \( f, g), then there exist
universal constants K, K$ such that
E \ sup_( f, g): } :j j(n) =j (8nj ( f )&8nj (g)) }+
K$:&1E*12 \ maxj j(n) supf, g # F |8nj ( f )&8nj (g)| |
D2
0
H({, F, \)12 d{+
_E*12 \\|
D2
0
H({, F, \)12 d{+
2
+
+KE* \|
:
0
H({, F, \)12 d{+ . (+)
Proof of (+). Let E= denote, as before, integration with respect to the
=j ’s, i.e. conditionally on (8nj) j j(n) . Then (using the subgaussian inequality
2.2 and denoting K :=C1)
E= \ sup_( f, g): } :j j(n) =j (8nj ( f )&8nj (g)) }+
1[supf, g # F |\2( f, g)&_2( f, g)|:2] E= \ supf, g # F } :j j(n) =j (8nj ( f )&8nj (g)) }+
+E= \ sup\2( f, g)2:2 } :j j(n) =j (8nj ( f )&8nj (g)) }+
K 1[supf, g # F |\2( f, g)&_2( f, g)|:2] |
D2
0
H({, F, \)12 d{
+K |
:
0
H({, F, \)12 d{,
whence by Fubini’s theorem, Ho lder’s inequality for outer expectations,
and Markov’s inequality for outer expectations,
E \ sup_( f, g): } :j j(n) =j (8nj ( f )&8nj (g)) }+
K:&1E*12 ( sup
f, g # F
|\2( f, g)&_2( f, g)| )
_E*12 \\|
D2
0
H({, F, \)12 d{+
2
++KE* \|
:
0
H({, F, \)12 d{+ .
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Now using the symmetrization Lemma 2.1, Fubini’s theorem, the square
root trick 2.3, and again the subgaussian inequality 2.2, we obtain
E*( sup
f, g # F
|\2( f, g)&_2( f, g)| )
2EE= \ supf, g # F } :j j(n) =j (8nj (s)&8nj (t))
2 }+
8K E* \ maxj j(n) supf, g # F |8nj ( f )&8nj (g)| |
D2
0
H({, F, \)12 d{+ ,
which yields (+) (with K$=(8K )12K ).
In view of (+) it remains to show:
(i) D20 H({, F, \)
12 d{[+n(F 2)]12 ln(1) a.s. and
(ii) :0 H({, F, \)
12 d{(1 6 [+n(F 2)]12) ln(:) a.s. for all :>0.
As to (i): If +n(|, F 2)=, the inequality is trivially fulfilled and if
+n(|, F 2)=0 we have H({, F, \(|))=0 \{>0, whence the inequality
holds also for such |. Now D2supf, g # F +n(( f &g)2)4+n(F 2) a.s.
because of (1), and hence, a.s. on the set [>+n(F 2)>0] we get
|
D2
0
H({, F, \)12 d{|
[+n(F
2)]12
0
H({, F, \)12 d{
|
[+n(F
2)]12
0
H({, F, d (2)+n )
12 d{
=[+n(F 2)]12 |
1
0
H({[+n(F 2)]12, F, d (2)+n )
12 d{,
where the last equality results from the usual integral transformation.
Looking at (2) we see that (i) is shown.
As to (ii): Let again w.l.o.g. | # [>+n(F 2)>0]. Take first | # [0<+n
(F 2)<1]. Then for almost every such |
|
:
0
H({, F, \(|))12 d{|
:
0
H({, F, d (2)+n(|))
12 d{
|
:
0
H({[+n(|, F 2)]12, F, d (2)+n(|))
12 d{=ln(|, :).
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In contrast, for almost every | # [>+n(F 2)1]
|
:
0
H({, F, \n(|))12 d{
[+n(|, F 2)]12 |
:[+n(|, F
2)]12
0
H({[+n(|, F 2)]12, F, d (2)+n(|))
12 d{
[+n(|, F 2)]12 |
:
0
H({[+n(|, F 2)]12, F, d (2)+n(|))
12 d{
=[+n(|, F 2)]12 ln(|, :).
So (ii) is also shown.
3.2. Corollary. If in Theorem 3.1, additionally,
N({[+n(|, F 2)]12, F, d (2)+n(|))*({) for all n # N and | # 0 with
|
1
0
(ln *({))12 d{<, (3)
(which is in particular fulfilled if F has uniformly integrable entropy) and if,
l(:) :=|
:
0
(ln *({))12 d{
the maximal inequality takes the simpler form:
E \ sup_n( f, g): } :j j(n) =j (8nj ( f )&8nj (g)) }+
K$1 :&1E*12( max
j j(n)
sup
f, g # F
|8nj ( f )&8nj (g)| [+n(F 2)]12)
_E*12(+n(F 2))+K2 l(:) E*((1 6 [+n(F 2)])12). (4)
4. APPLICATIONS OF THE MAXIMAL INEQUALITY
Now we shall demonstrate the applicability of the maximal inequality to
two important processes in probability and statistics, namely to empirical
and partial sum processes. In this way we shall obtain known results from
the literature and even generalizations of those.
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4.1. Empirical Processes (i.i.d.-case)
Let
Sn( f ) :=n&12 :
jn
( f (’j)&&( f )), f # F,
where (’j) j # N is a sequence of canonically formed random elements in an
arbitrary measurable space (X, X) with law L[’j]=& (that is, ’j is con-
sidered as the j th coordinate projection from (0, A, P) :=(X N, XN, &N)
onto X ), and let F be a class of measurable functions on (X, X) with
envelope F and uniformly integrable entropy such that &(F 2)< (whence
F/L2(X, X, &)).
Under these conditions the classical multivariate central limit theorem
yields the convergence of the fidis (finite dimensional distributions) of Sn to
those of a mean zero Gaussian process G with
cov(G( f ), G(g))=&( fg)&&( f ) &(g).
Since Sn has its sample paths in l(F) and (F, d (2)& ) is totally bounded,
by Theorem 3.10 in Gaenssler (1992) it suffices to verify the AEC
lim
: a 0
lim sup
n  
P*( sup
d&
(2)( f, g):
|Sn( f )&Sn(g)|>=)=0 \=>0 (5)
in order to obtain the following result:
There exists a centered Gaussian process G with uniformly d (2)& -con-
tinuous and bounded sample paths such that
Sn ww
L
sep
G
and
G =fidi G (which means that G and G have the same fidis).
This is (modulo measurability) Pollard’s central limit theorem (Pollard,
1982; see also Theorem 11.3.1 in Dudley, 1984).
We shall show now that under the assumptions made above, (5) follows
easily from (4). By Markov’s inequality for outer expectations and by the
symmetrization Lemma 2.1 it suffices to show that
lim
: a 0
lim sup
n  
E* \ sup
d&
(2)( f, g):
}n&12 :jn =j ( f &g)(’j)}+=0. (6)
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Consider the truncated processes
Sn$( f ) :=n&12 :
jn
=j f (’j) 1[F(’j)$n12] .
For every $>0
E* \ sup
d&
(2)( f, g):
} n&12 :jn =j ( f &g)(’j) }+
E* \ sup
d &
(2)( f, g):
|Sn$( f )&Sn$(g)|++2n&12 :jn E(F(’j) 1[F(’j)>$n12])
and
n&12 :
jn
E(F(’j) 1[F(’j)>$n12])
$&1E(F 2(’1) 1[F(’1)>$n12])  0 as n  .
Hence it suffices to show (6) for the truncated processes Sn$ instead of the
original ones. For this purpose, we apply inequality (4) to the truncated
summands
8nj$( f ) :=n&12f (’j) 1[F(’j)$n12] .
Because of
\2n$( f, g)= :
jn
(8nj$( f )&8nj$(g))2\2n( f, g)=&n(( f &g)
2),
where &n :=n&1 jn $’j is the n th empirical measure, we have also
_2n$( f, g)(d
(2)
& ( f, g))
2.
Hence under some measurability (an explicit formulation shall be left to
the reader)
E*( sup
d &
(2)( f, g):
|Sn$( f )&Sn$(g)| )E \ sup
_n$( f, g):
} :jn =j (8nj$( f )&8nj$(g)) }+
K$1:&1E*12(max
jn
sup
f, g # F
|8nj$( f )&8nj$(g)| [&n(F 2)]12) E12(&n(F 2))
+K2 l(:) E(1 6 [&n(F 2)]12)
C1:&1 $12+C2 l(:) with proper constants C1 , C2 .
Since l(:)  0 for : a 0 this gives (6).
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For necessary and sufficient conditions we refer to Alexander (1987b).
4.2. Empirical Processes (non-i.i.d. Case)
Consider now the processes
Sn( f ) :=j(n)&12 :
j j(n)
( f (’nj)&&nj ( f )), f # F,
where (’nj) j j(n), n # N is a triangular array of rowwise independent random
elements in (X, X) with L[’nj]=&nj and F is again a class of measurable
functions on (X, X) with envelope F and uniformly integrable entropy.
Assume that F is equipped with a fixed pseudometric d such that
(F, d ) is totally bounded (e.g., d :=d (2)+ , where + is a measure on (X, X)
with +(F 2)<). For simplicity, assume that the fidis of Sn converge to
those of a centered Gaussian process (as it is also assumed in Gaenssler
and Schlumprecht, 1988, Example 2, for the set-indexed case) and that Sn
has bounded sample paths (the latter shall follow easily from the condi-
tions made below).
Thus, to achieve weak convergence of the sequence (Sn)n # N , it remains
to check the AEC. By Markov’s inequality (for outer expectations) and the
symmetrization Lemma 2.1, it suffices to show
lim
: a 0
lim sup
n  
E* \ supd( f, g): } j(n)&12 :j j(n) =j ( f &g)(’nj) }+=0. (7)
Let
&n :=j(n)&1 :
j j(n)
&nj
and
an(:) := sup
d( f, g):
(&n( f &g)2)12.
Consider the conditions
sup
n # N
&n(F 2)<, (8)
lim sup
n  
an(:) a 0 as : a 0 (9)
and
j(n)&1 :
j j(n)
E(F 2(’nj) 1[F(’nj)>$j(n)12]) ww
n   0 for all $>0. (10)
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Then (9) allows us to switch to the metric _n( f, g)=(&n( f &g)2)12 (and
thus to _n$) and the proof of (7) is analogous to the i.i.d.-case.
4.3. Function-Indexed Partial-Sum Processes with Random Locations and
Uniformly Bounded Index Set
Let again (X, X) be an arbitrary measurable space, (’j) j # N a sequence of
i.i.d. random elements in (X, X) with law L[’j]=& and (!nj) j j(n), n # N be
a triangular array of rowwise independent (but not necessarily identically
distributed) real-valued random variables, where the whole array (!nj) is
independent of (’j) j # N (more precisely, we assume all !nj and ’j to be
defined on the coordinates of a sufficiently large product space). Given a
class F of measurable functions on (X, X) let a partial sum process
Sn=(Sn( f ))f # F be defined by
Sn( f ) := :
j j(n)
f (’j) !nj , f # F.
Assume that F is uniformly bounded (by C) and has uniformly integrable
entropy. Consider the following conditions (which involve only the
distribution of the !nj ’s):
:
j j(n)
P( |!nj |$) ww
n   0 for all $>0 (11)
:
j j(n)
E(!2nj1[ |!nj |$]) ww
n   c1 for some $>0 (12)
:
j j(n)
(E(!nj1[ |!nj |$]))
2 wwn   c2 for some $>0 (13)
:
j j(n)
E(!nj1[ |!nj |$]) ww
n   c3 for some $>0. (14)
Then under (11)(14) and some measurability (an explicit formulation
shall be left to the reader) there is some Gaussian process G with uniformly
d (2)& -continuous and bounded sample paths and E(G( f ))=c3&( f ),
cov (G( f ), G(g))=c1 &( fg)&c2 &( f ) &(g) such that
Sn ww
L
sep
G
Proof. First we show convergence of the fidis. Because of (11) the con-
ditions (12)(14) are valid for all $>0. Choose arbitrary f1 , ..., fN # F
and a1 , ..., aN # R. By the Crame rWold device, it suffices to show that
Nr=1 arSn( fr) (=j j(n) 8j!nj , where 8j=
N
r=1 ar fr(’j)) converges in
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law to nr=1 arG( fr). To prove the latter, we have to verify the conditions
in Le vy’s central limit theorem for triangular arrays (Araujo and Gine ,
1980, Chap. 2, Corollary 4.8(a)):
:
j j(n)
P( |8j !nj |$) ww
n   0 for all $>0 (15)
:
j j(n)
E(82j !
2
nj 1[ |8j !nj |$]) converges for some $>0 (16)
:
j j(n)
(E(8j!nj 1[ |8j !nj |$]))
2 converges for some $>0 (17)
:
j j(n)
E(8j !nj 1[ |8j !nj |$]) converges for some $>0. (18)
Since |8j |C Nr=1 |ar |=: M; (15) is obvious from (11).
As to (16): Consider the decomposition
:
j j(n)
E(82j !
2
nj 1[ |8j !nj |$])= :
j j(n)
E(82j !
2
nj (1[M |!nj |$]+1[ |8j !nj |$<M |!nj |])).
By
:
j j(n)
E(82j !
2
nj1[ |8j !nj |$<M |!nj |])$
2 :
j j(n)
P( |!nj |>$M) ww
n   0
and
:
j j(n)
E(82j !
2
nj 1[M |!nj |$])=E(8
2
1) :
j j(n)
E(!2nj1[M |!nj |$]) ww
n  
E(821) c1 ,
it follows that
:
j j(n)
E(82j !
2
nj1[ |8j !nj |$]) ww
n  
E(821) c1 .
With the same splitting of the indicator function we obtain
:
j j(n)
(E(8j !nj1[ |8j !nj |$]))
2 wwn   (E81)2 c2
and
:
j j(n)
E(8j!nj1[ |8j !nj |$]) ww
n  
E81c3 .
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Hence, it follows that
:
N
r=1
ar Sn( fr) ww
L
N(c3 E81 , c1 E(821)&c2(E(81))
2).
Since E81=Nr=1 ar&( fr) and E(8
2
1)=
N
r=1 
N
s=1 ar as&( fr fs), the right-
hand side is exactly the distribution of Nr=1 arG( fr), whence fidi con-
vergence is proved.
Since Sn has bounded sample paths and (F, d (2)& ) is totally bounded,
again it remains to verify (5). By (11) there is a sequence (%n)n # N of non-
negative real numbers with %n  0 such that
P \ maxj j(n) |!nj |%n+ :j j(n) P( |!nj |%n) ww
n   0,
whence it suffices to verify (5) for the truncated processes
Sn%n( f ) := :
j j(n)
f (’j) !nj1[ |!nj |%n] ,
and, thus, by Markov’s inequality for outer expectations, it suffices to show
that
lim
: a 
lim sup
n  
E*( sup
d&
(2)( f, g):
|Sn%n( f )&Sn%n(g)| )=0. (19)
Now, the Sn%n are not mean zero processes, so that it is not possible to
apply the symmetrization Lemma 2.1 immediately, but one has
E*( sup
d&
(2)( f, g):
|Sn%n( f )&Sn%n(g)| )
E* \ sup
d&
(2)( f, g):
} :j j(n) ( f &g)(’j) !nj 1[ |!nj |%n]
&E(( f &g)(’j) !nj 1[ |!nj |%n]) }+
+ sup
d&
(2)( f, g):
} :j j(n) E(( f &g)(’j) !nj 1[ |!nj |%n]) } ,
=: I+II,
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where for n large enough such that %n$ (note that |&( f &g)|d (2)& ( f, g))
II= sup
d&
(2)( f, g):
|&( f &g)| } :j j(n) E(!nj1[ |!nj |%n]) }
: } :j j(n) E(!nj (1[ |!nj |$]&1[%n<|!nj |$])) }
: } :j j(n) E(!nj1[ |!nj |$]) }+:$ :j j(n) P( |!nj |>%n) ww
n   : |c3 |
and, on the other hand, by 2.1 (symmetrization lemma),
I2E* \ sup
d&
(2)( f, g):
} :j j(n) =j ( f &g)(’j) !nj 1[ |!nj |%n] }+ ,
so in order to prove (19) it remains to show that
lim
: a 0
lim sup
n  
E* \ sup
d&
(2)( f, g):
} :j j(n) =j ( f &g)(’j) !nj 1[ |!nj |%n] }+=0.
Apply now Theorem 3.1, together with Corollary 3.2, to 8nj ( f ) :=
f (’j) !nj1[ |!nj |%n] ; then
\2n( f, g)= :
j j(n)
( f &g)2 (’j) !2nj1[ |!nj |%n]=&n(( f &g)
2)
with
&n= :
j j(n)
$’j !
2
nj1[ |!nj |%n]
and
_2n( f, g)=E(\
2
n( f, g))=&(( f &g)
2) :
j j(n)
E!2nj1[ |!nj |%n] .
Hence by (12) for large n
_2n( f, g)2c1(d
(2)
& ( f, g))
2,
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so that it remains to show
lim
: a 0
lim sup
n  
E \ sup_n( f, g): } :j j(n) =j ( f &g)(’j) !nj 1[ |!nj |%n] }+=0.
Since the assumptions of 3.1 and 3.2 are fulfilled, inequality (4) yields
E \ sup_n( f, g): } :j j(n) =j ( f &g)(’j) !nj 1[ |!nj |%n] }+
C1:&1%nE12([&n(F 2)]12) E*12(&n(F 2))
+C2 l(:) E*(1 6 [&n(F 2)]12).
Since F is uniformly bounded (i.e., F#C), one has
&n(F 2)C2 :
j j(n)
!2nj1[ |!nj |%n] ,
whence by (12)
sup
n # N
E(&n(F 2))<,
and (19) is shown. K
This is a generalization of Theorem 3.1 in Arcones, Gaenssler, and
Ziegler (1992), where only the set-indexed case was considered. Note that
in the case of a uniformly bounded index set the functional central limit
theorem holds under the same conditions as those in the classical Le vy
CLT.
The proof above shows that in Example 4.3 (and hence in particular in
Example 4.1, if F is uniformly bounded) the AEC holds even uniformly in
&, i.e. that
lim
: a 0
lim sup
n  
sup
&
E* \ sup
d &
(2)( f, g):
} n&12 :j j(n) =j ( f &g)(’j) !nj }+=0,
where the first supremum ranges over all probability measures & on (X, X),
a condition which is crucial for uniform FCLT’s to hold (see Sheehy and
Wellner, 1988, 1992).
The next example shows that, under some additional conditions, it is
also possible to establish a FCLT in the case that the index set is not
uniformly bounded.
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4.4. Function-Indexed Partial-Sum Processes with Random Locations and
Square Integrable Envelope
We consider again the processes Sn from Example 4.3, but instead of
uniform boundedness of F we assume only &(F 2)<.
Let the !nj ’s now be mean zero. Then we obtain the FCLT under the
conditions
:
j j(n)
E(F 2(’j) !2nj1[F(’j) |!nj |>$]) ww
n   0
for all $>0 (Lindeberg-type) (20)
and
:
j j(n)
E(!2nj)  1 as n  . (21)
A detailed proof is contained in Ziegler (1994, Example 4.2.4).
In the i.i.d.-case, i.e., !nj :=n&12!j , where (!j) j # N is a sequence of i.i.d.
r.v.’s with finite variance, Ossiander (1987) has established a FCLT for set-
indexed processes by means of a ‘‘bracketing’’ method, which has been
generalized to a triangular array (!nj) and to the function-indexed case by
Gaenssler and Ziegler (1991, 1994b) with the help of Pollard’s (1989) maxi-
mal inequality. The method presented in Gaenssler and Ziegler (1991,
1994b) leads, however, to an entropy condition different from ours which
will not automatically be fulfilled for VC graph classes.
Concerning properties of the limiting Gaussian process (mean zero set-
indexed case) we refer to Ossiander and Pyke (1985).
5. A GENERAL FCLT FOR Sn=7,nj
Before considering random measure processes (including partial-sum
processes) in the next section and more examples in Section 7, we are going
back to the general situation of Theorem 3.1. Let (‘nj) be a triangular array
of a.s. real-valued random variables, where ‘nj is defined on the same coor-
dinate of the product space as 8nj , with ‘njsupf # F |8nj ( f )| (Sn has then
a.s. bounded sample paths) and
Sn$ := :
j j(n)
8nj$ with 8nj$ :=8nj 1[‘nj$] the (at $) truncated process,
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and let
Sn$0 := :
j j(n)
8nj $0
with 8nj $0 :=8nj$&E(8nj$) be the centered truncated process.
By (1) there exist for each n and $>0 random measures +n$+n (where
here and in the sequel this stands for +n$(( f &g)2)+n(( f &g)2) \f, g # F;
note that the existence is clear since the choice +n$ :=+n is possible) such
that almost surely
:
j j(n)
(8nj$( f )&8nj$(g))2+n$(( f &g)2) \f, g # F (22)
and random measures +n$0 such that almost surely
:
j j(n)
(8nj $0( f )&8nj $0(g))2+n$0(( f &g)2) \f, g # F, (23)
for which then in the above sense +n$02+n$+2E(+n$) (again the choice
‘‘=’’ is possible).
The truncation method used in the examples of Section 4 (which goes
back at least to Alexander, 1987a) is also appropriate to prove the following
general theorem.
5.1. Theorem. Let the conditions of Theorem 3.1 and Corollary 3.2 be
fulfilled. Assume in addition:
(i) There is a pseudometric d on F such that (F, d ) is totally bounded.
(ii) For every \>0 there is a sequence (%n(\))n # N of nonnegative real
numbers with %n(\)  0 such that
lim sup
n  
:
j j(n)
P(‘nj>%n(\))\. (24)
(iii) With
an(:, \) := sup
d( f, g):
E((Sn%n(\)( f )&Sn%n(\)(g))
2)
assume that for all \>0
lim sup
n  
an(:, \)  0 as : a 0. (25)
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(iv) For the random measures +n%n(\) 0 for which almost surely
:
j j(n)
(8nj%n(\) 0( f )&8nj%n(\) 0(g))
2+n%n(\) 0(( f &g)
2) \f, g # F
(see (23)) assume that
sup
n # N
E*(+n%n(\) 0(F
2))< for all \>0. (26)
(v) There is a Gaussian process G such that the fidis of Sn converge
to those of G.
(vi) For every n # N, $>0, and F$/F2 both ((8nj $0( f )&
8nj $0(g))( f, g) # F$)j j(n) and (((8nj $0( f )&8nj $0(g))2)( f, g) # F 2) j j(n) fulfil
condition (M ), where F2 :=[( f, g) : f, g # F]. Then there is a Gaussian
process G with uniformly d-continuous and bounded sample paths such that
Sn ww
L
sep
G
and
G =fidi G.
Proof. By (i) and (v), and since Sn has a.s. bounded sample paths,
again only the AEC
lim
: a 0
lim sup
n  
P*( sup
d( f, g):
|Sn( f )&Sn(g)|>=)=0 \=>0
has to be verified.
Let =>0 be given. Then for all \>0
P*( sup
d( f, g):
|Sn( f )&Sn(g)|>=)
P*( sup
d( f, g):
|Sn%n(\)( f )&Sn%n(\)(g)|>=2)+ :
j j(n)
P(‘nj>%n(\)).
By (24) and Markov’s inequality for outer expectations it remains to show
lim
: a 0
lim sup
n  
E*( sup
d( f, g):
|Sn%n(\)( f )&Sn%n(\)(g)| )=0 \\>0.
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Let \ now be fixed. We center the Sn%n(\) ’s to be able to symmetrize according
to 2.1:
E*( sup
d( f, g):
|Sn%n(\)( f )&Sn%n(\)(g)| )
E*( sup
d( f, g):
|Sn%n(\)( f )&Sn%n(\)(g)&E(Sn%n(\)( f )&Sn%n(\)(g))| )
+ sup
d( f, g):
|E(Sn%n(\)( f )&Sn%n(\)(g))|
E* \ supd( f, g): } :j j(n) (8nj%n(\)( f )&8nj%n(\)(g))
&E(8nj%n(\)( f )&8nj%n(\)(g)) }+
+ sup
d( f, g):
E12((Sn%n(\)( f )&Sn%n(\)(g))
2)
2E* \ supd( f, g): } :j j(n) =j (8nj%n(\) 0( f )&8nj%n(\) 0(g)) }+
+an(:, \)12.
Note that we have maintained the centering on the right-hand side for the
purpose of switching to the metric _n%n(\) 0 below.
By (25) it remains to show:
lim
: a 0
lim sup
n  
E* \ supd( f, g): } :j j(n) =j (8nj%n(\) 0( f )&8nj%n(\) 0(g)) }+=0.
We want to apply 3.1 (together with 3.2) to the 8nj%n(\) 0 ’s. For this we
introduce
(\n%n(\) 0( f, g))
2 := :
j j(n)
(8nj%n(\) 0( f )&8nj%n(\) 0(g))
2
and
(_n%n(\) 0( f, g))
2 :=E((\nj%n(\) 0( f, g))
2)
= :
j j(n)
E((8nj%n(\) 0( f )&8nj%n(\) 0(g))
2).
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Then (note that 7E(!i&E!i)2=Var(7!i)E((7!i)2) for independent r.v.’s
!1 , ..., !n)
(_n%n(\) 0( f, g))
2E((Sn%n(\)( f )&Sn%n(\)(g))
2)
whence we haveagain by (25)only to show
lim
: a 0
lim sup
n  
E \ sup_n%n(\) 0 (f, g): } :j j(n) =j (8nj%n(\) 0( f )&8nj%n(\) 0(g)) }+=0.
Noticing that
sup
f, g # F
|8nj%n(\) 0( f )&8nj%n(\) 0(g)|4%n(\) for all j j(n),
the assertion follows from (4), together with (26). K
5.2. Remark. (25) is, in particular, fulfilled if for
bn(:, \) := sup
d( f, g): } :j j(n) E(8nj%n(\)( f )&8nj%n(\)(g)) }
and
cn(:, \) := sup
d( f, g):
:
j j(n)
E((8nj%n(\)( f )&8nj%n(\)(g))
2)
one assumes
lim sup
n  
bn(:, \)  0 as : a 0 (27)
and
lim sup
n  
cn(:, \)  0 as : a 0. (28)
The following definition is suggested by condition (iv) in Theorem 5.1.
The notion of ‘‘measure-like processes’’ is due to Alexander (1987a). In
contrast to the L1-measure-like processes defined in Ziegler (1994, Chap. 3)
(see also Ziegler, 1995) we shall call them ‘‘L2-measure-like.’’
5.3. Definition. Let (X, X) be a measurable space, F a class of
measurable functions on (X, X) with envelope F and 8 be a stochastic pro-
cess with index set F. Then 8 is said to be L2-measure-like iff there is a
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random measure + on (X, X) such that +(F 2) is a r.v. (which can take the
value ) and that almost surely
(8( f )&8(g))2+(( f &g)2)
and
8( f )2+( f 2) for all f, g # F.
In this case + is called an associated measure for 8 (which in general is not
unique).
In this paper, where no confusion between L1- and L2-measure-like
processes is possible, we shall further on simply speak of measure-like
processes. If now our triangular array (8nj) consists of measure-like pro-
cesses with associated measures +nj (assumed to be defined on the same
coordinates of the product space), the 8nj $0 ’s are also measure-like with
associated measures +nj $0 :=2+nj+2E(+nj). Hence we can put +n :=
j j(n) +nj in (1) and +n$0 :=j j(n) +nj $0 in (23).
Because supf # F |8nj ( f )|supf # F (+nj ( f 2))12(+nj (F 2))12 we can
choose ‘nj :=(+nj (F 2))12. With these observations we obtain the following
from Theorem 5.1.
5.4. Theorem (Alexander’s FCLT for measure-like processes). Assume
that F has uniformly entropy and that the triangular array (8nj) consists of
measure-like processes with associated measures +nj . Further, let the following
conditions be fulfilled:
(i) There is a pseudometric d on F such that (F, d ) is totally
bounded.
(ii) For every $>0
:
j j(n)
P(+nj (F 2)>$) ww
n   0. (29)
(iii)
lim sup
$ a 0
lim sup
n  
an(:, $)  0 as : a 0, (30)
where
an(:, $) := sup
d( f, g):
E((Sn$( f )&Sn$(g))2).
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(iv) For the random measures +nj $0
sup
$$0
sup
n # N
:
j j(n)
E(+nj $0(F 2))< for some $0>0. (31)
(v) There is a Gaussian process G such that the fidis of Sn converge
to those of G.
(vi) For every n # N, $>0 and F$/F2 both ((8nj $0( f )&
8nj $0(g))( f, g) # F$)j j(n) and (((8nj $0( f )&8nj $0(g))2)( f, g) # F 2) j j(n) fulfil
condition (M).
Then there is a Gaussian process G with uniformly d-continuous and bounded
sample paths such that
Sn ww
L
sep
G
and
G =fidi G.
This is one direction of Theorem 3.1 in Alexander (1987) (Alexander
proves that (ii) and (iii) are also necessary), which we now have derived in
a more efficient manner exclusively working with expectations (instead of
tail probabilities that have been used so far in the literature). We refer the
reader also to a related theorem in van der Vaart and Wellner (1996,
Theorem 2.11.1 in connection with Section 2.11.1, 1), the conditions of
which are partly weaker and partly stronger than ours.
The conditions (25) and (30) are, although the last one is even necessary,
in general too clumsy for applications to special processes. For sums of cen-
tered processes (the most frequent case in the applications and exclusively
considered, e.g., in Gaenssler, 1993), however, we can (under a stronger
condition than (24)) replace (25) by condition (28) which is easier to check
(i.e., (27) is omitted). Only slight modifications in the proof are needed to
obtain this result (Theorem 4.3.6 in Ziegler, 1994). For reasons of space, we
present it here only for random measure processes in the next section
(6.2a).
Sometimes it may be difficult to check fidi-convergence for the untrun-
cated processes, where it is much easier to do this for the truncated ones.
Theorem 4.3.7 in Ziegler (1994) tells us that this suffices if the sequence (%n)
is independent of \. Again, we will state this here for random measure
processes (see 6.2b), which we introduce next.
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6. THE FCLT FOR RANDOM MEASURE PROCESSES
(INCLUDING PARTIAL-SUM PROCESSES)
Let a generalized partial sum process be defined by
Sn( f ) := :
j j(n)
wnj ( f ) !nj , f # F,
where (wnj) is a triangular array of random probability measures on
(X, X), (!nj) a triangular array of real-valued r.v.’s such that for each n the
pairs (wnj , !nj) j j(n) are independent (in the sense of the remark made
before Lemma 2.1), F is a class of measurable functions on (X, X) with
envelope F such that wnj (F ) is measurable and a.s. finite for each n and j.
As to laws of large numbers for these processes see Ziegler (1994, 1995).
In this situation we can choose
8nj :=wnj !nj , ‘nj :=wnj (F ) |!nj |, +n := :
j j(n)
wnj !2nj ,
+n$ := :
j j(n)
wnj !2nj1[wnj (F ) |!nj |$] +n $02+n$+2E+n$ .
These processes were first considered by Alexander (1987a, Chap. IV), but
for nonrandom wnj and in the set-indexed case only (see also van der Vaart
and Wellner, 1996, Section 2.12.2 for theorems and examples closely related
to ours).
To avoid an explicit formulation of the measurability conditions, we shall
assume throughout this section that the index set is countable, as it is done,
e.g., in Arcones, Gaenssler, and Ziegler (1992), Gaenssler and Ziegler (1992),
and Gaenssler (1993).
From 5.1 we obtain immediately:
6.1. Theorem. Assume that F has envelope F and uniformly integrable
entropy and that there is some pseudometric d on F such that (F, d ) is
totally bounded. Assume further that the following conditions hold:
(i) For every \>0 there is a sequence (%n(\))n # N of nonnegative real
numbers with %n(\)  0 such that
lim sup
n  
:
j j(n)
P(wnj (F ) |!nj |>%n(\))\. (32)
(ii) With
an(:, \) := sup
d( f, g):
E \\ :j j(n) wnj ( f &g) !nj1[wnj (F ) |!nj |%n(\)]+
2
+
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assume that for all \>0
lim sup
n  
an(:, \)  0 as : a 0. (33)
(iii) For all \>0
sup
n # N \ :j j(n) E(wnj (F
2) !2nj1[wnj (F ) |!nj |%n(\)])+<. (34)
(iv) There is a Gaussian process G such that the fidis of Sn converge
to those of G.
Then there is a Gaussian process G with uniformly d-continuous and bounded
sample paths such that
Sn ww
L
sep
G
and
G =fidi G.
6.2. Remarks. (a) As mentioned already at the end of Section 5, it
follows by immediate symmetrization (instead of truncating first): If we
consider instead of Sn the centered process Sn&ESn and if (instead of (32))
even
lim sup
n  
:
j j(n)
E(wnj (F ) |!nj | 1[wnj (F ) |!nj |>%n(\)])\ for all \>0, (35)
we can replace (33) by the more tractable condition
lim sup
n  
cn(:, \)  0 as : a 0 for all \>0 (36)
with
cn(:, \) := sup
d( f, g):
:
j j(n)
E(wnj (( f &g)2) !2nj1[wnj (F ) |!nj |%n(\)]).
(b) By a Crame rSlutsky argument (see Lemma 1.8 in van der Vaart
and Wellner, 1989) we obtain: If (34), (35), and (36) are even fulfilled with
%n(\)#%n independent of \; i.e.,
sup
n # N \ :j j(n) E(wnj (F
2) !2nj 1[wnj (F ) |!nj |%n])+< (34)$
:
j j(n)
E(wnj (F ) |!nj | 1[wnj (F ) |!nj |>%n])  0 as n   (35)$
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and
lim sup
n  
cn(:)  0 as : a 0 (36)$
with
cn(:) := sup
d( f, g):
:
j j(n)
E(wnj (( f &g)2) !2nj1[wnj (F ) |!nj |%n]),
we have only to establish fidi-convergence for the centered truncated pro-
cess Sn%n&ESn%n to obtain convergence in law of the processes Sn&ESn .
(c) If F # F and maxj j(n) P(wnj (F ) |!nj |>$)  0 \$>0, (32) follows
from (iv); if additionally F is uniformly bounded, even (34) follows (see,
e.g., Araujo and Gine , 1980, Theorem 2.4.7). Hence we get the FCLT under
(ii) and (iv). For F=[1C , C # C] this a generalization of Theorem 4.1 in
Alexander (1987a) to the random-measure case.
It is easily seen that the conditions (34)$, (35)$, and (36)$ become much
simpler in the case of a uniformly bounded index set, since then wnj (F )=K
and wnj (F 2)=K2< for all n and j. We obtain:
6.3. Corollary. Assume that F is uniformly bounded and has uniformly
integrable entropy, and that there is some pseudometric d on F such that
(F, d ) is totally bounded. Further assume that the following conditions hold:
(i) j j(n) E( |!nj | 1[ |!nj |>$])  0 as n   for all $>0.
(ii) lim supn   supd( f, g): j j(n) E(wnj ( f &g)2 !2nj1[ |!nj |$])  0 as
: a 0 for some $>0.
(iii) supn # N j j(n) E(!2nj1[ |!nj |$])< for some $>0.
(iv) There is a mean zero Gaussian process G such that the fidis of
Sn&ESn converge to those of G.
Then there is a mean zero Gaussian process G with uniformly d-continuous
and bounded sample paths such that
Sn&ESn ww
L
sep
G
and
G =fidi G.
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Restricting further to the case wnj=$’nj and F :=[1C , C # C] (set-indexed
partial-sum processes) and with C being a VC class and with d=d (2)& ,
where & is a p-measure on (X, X), then total boundedness is ensured, and
assuming w.l.o.g. that C2D # C for all C, D # C (note that [C 2D: C, D # C]
forms again a VC class), we get the FCLT under (i), (iii), (iv), and
lim sup
n  
sup
&(C ):
:
j j(n)
E(1C(’nj) !2nj1[ |!nj |$])  0
as : a 0 for some $>0. (ii)$
This is Theorem 2.11 in Gaenssler (1993).
Now we consider again the case wnj=$’nj , but in the function-indexed
case. So far, we have always assumed that fidi convergence holds. We will
now see that for uniformly bounded F with uniformly integrable entropy
we can find tractable conditions under which the centered processes fulfil
the FCLT without presupposing fidi convergence.
6.4. Corollary. Let F be as in Corollary 6.3. Let wnj=$’nj , where
(’nj) is a triangular array of random elements in (X, X) with law
L[’nj]=&nj , and suppose that, for each n and j, !nj is independent of ’nj .
Assume further that there is some p-measure & on (X, X) and finite constants
ci so that the following four conditions are fulfilled:
(i) j j(n) E( |!nj | 1[ |!nj |>$])  0 as n   for all $>0.
(ii) lim supn   supd( f, g): j j(n) &nj (( f &g)2) E(!2nj 1[ |!nj |$])  0
as : a 0 for some $>0.
(iii) j j(n) &nj ( fg) E(!2nj 1[ |!nj |$])  c1 &( fg) for all f, g # F and some
$>0.
(iv) j j(n) &nj ( f ) &nj (g)(E(!nj1[ |!nj |$]))
2c2&( f ) &(g) for all f, g # F
and some $>0.
Then Sn&ESn w
L
sep
G, where G is a mean zero Gaussian process with
uniformly d (2)& -continuous and bounded sample paths and
cov(G( f ), G(g))=c1&( fg)&c2&( f ) &(g), f, g # F.
Sketch of the proof. (i) implies that there is a sequence (%n)n # N of
nonnegative real numbers such that %n  0 and j j(n) E( |!nj | 1[ |!nj |>%n])
 0 as n  . Then, assuming w.l.o.g. that F#K # F, (34)$, (35)$, and
(36)$ are fulfilled and by Remark 6.2b it suffices to show that the fidis of
Sn%n&ESn%n converge to those of G. But this is completely analogous to the
proof of (a) in Theorem 2.2 in Gaenssler (1993). K
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7. EXAMPLES
The following examples 7.17.5 of empirical and partial-sum processes
are based on Corollaries 6.3 and 6.4 and on Section 4.2.
7.1. Empirical Processes with Uniformly Bounded Index Set in the Non-i.i.d. Case
Consider again the processes from 4.2 and assume that F is uniformly
bounded with uniformly integrable entropy. Assume further that there is
some p-measure & on (X, X) and finite constants ci so that the following
three conditions are fulfilled:
lim sup
n  
sup
&(( f &g)2):
j(n)&1 :
j j(n)
&nj (( f &g)2)  0 as : a 0 (+)
j(n)&1 :
j j(n)
&nj ( fg)  c1 &( fg) for all f, g, # F (++)
j(n)&1 :
j j(n)
&nj ( f ) &nj (g)  c2 &( f ) &(g) for all f, g # F. (+++)
Then Sn w
L
sep
G, where G is a mean zero Gaussian process with uniformly
d (2)& -continuous and bounded sample paths and
cov(G( f ), G(g))=c1&( fg)&c2&( f ) &(g), f, g # F.
Taking !nj :=j(n)&12 (and assuming j (n)  ) this follows quickly from
Corollary 6.4. In the set-indexed case, this yields Corollary 2.13 in
Gaenssler (1993).
7.2. Partial-Sum Processes with Random Locations and Uniformly Bounded
Index Set in the i.i.d.-Case
Let again F be uniformly bounded with uniformly integrable entropy.
Recall the partial-sum processes from 4.3 and 4.4, where we have assumed
that the !nj ’s form a triangular array, whereas the ’j ’s are i.i.d. Now we
shall suppose, in some sense, the converse:
Let !nj :=j(n)&12 !j for each j j(n) and n # N, the !j ’s being i.i.d. r.v.’s
with E!1=0 and E!21=1, and let (’nj) j j(n), n # N be a triangular array of
rowwise independent (but not necessarily i.d.) r.e.’s in (X, X) which is
independent of the sequence (!i) i # N .
Now assume that there is some p-measure & on (X, X) so that the following
two conditions are fulfilled:
lim sup
n  
sup
&(( f &g)2):
j(n)&1 :
j j(n)
&nj (( f &g)2)  0 as : a 0 (+)
j(n)&1 :
j j(n)
&nj ( fg)  &( fg) for all f, g # F. (++)
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Then ( j(n)&12 j j(n) f (’nj) !j)f # F w
L
sep
G, where G is a mean zero
Gaussian process with uniformly d (2)& -continuous and bounded sample
paths and
cov(G( f ), G(g))=&( fg), f, g # F.
This follows from Corollary 6.4 in an analogous manner as Corollary 2.15
in Gaenssler (1993) follows from Theorem 2.2 (Gaenssler, 1993).
7.3. Unsmoothed Partial-Sum Processes with Fixed Locations and Uniformly
Bounded Index Set
If we take in Example 7.2 (X, X) :=(l d#[0, 1]d, l d & Bd), where Bd is
the Borel-_-field in Rd, ’nj :=jn, j # [1, ..., n]d, j(n) :=nd, and if we take for
& the restriction on l d & Bd of the d-dimensional Lebesgue measure *d, we
obtain the following FCLT: If
lim sup
n  
sup
*d(( f &g)2):
n&d :
j # Nd & nl d
$jn(( f &g)2)  0 as : a 0 (+)$
n&d :
j # Nd & nl d
$jn( fg)  *d ( fg) for all f, g # F, (++)$
then (n&d2 j # Nd & nl d f ( jn) !j)f # F w
L
sep
G, where G is a mean zero
Gaussian process with uniformly d (2)*d -continuous and bounded sample
paths and
cov(G( f ), G(g))=*d ( fg), f, g # F.
In the set-indexed case, attempts to find natural conditions under which
(+)$ and (++)$ hold, have been made in Alexander (1987a) and
Gaenssler (1993).
7.4. FCLT for the Sequential Empirical Process
The sequential empirical process (see van der Vaart and Wellner, 1996,
Section 2.12.1) is a double-indexed process, the first index standing for time
and the second one being a function. The present example shows how this
process fits in our general theory; it also demonstrates the power of the VC
concept.
The function-indexed sequential empirical process is defined by
Zn(s, f ) :=n&12 :
(ns)
i=1
( f (!j)&+( f )), s # [0, 1], f # F,
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where (!i) j # N is an i.i.d. sequence of r.e.’s in (X, X) with distribution
+=L[!1], F is a VCGC on (X, X) with envelope F such that +(F 2)<,
and ( } ) denotes the greatest integer function. (If (!j) j # N is a sequence of
uniformly over [0, 1] distributed random variables and F=[1[0, t] ,
t # [0, 1]], Zn(s, t)#Zn(s, 1[0, 1]), s, t # [0, 1], is the so-called sequential
uniform empirical process; see, e.g., Shorack and Wellner, 1986).
It is an easy consequence of the multivariate CLT that the fidis of
Zn converge to those of a mean zero Gaussian process Z with covariance
function,
cov(Z(s, f ), Z(t, g)) :=(s 7 t)(+( fg)&+( f ) +(g)), s # [0, 1], f # F
(Z is known as the KieferMu ller process).
Our device to derive the FCLT for the process Zn is to write it as an
empirical process in the non-i.i.d. case to which the result of Section 4.2
applies:
Zn(s, f ) :=Sn(gs, f) :=n&12 :
jn
(gs, f (’nj)&&nj (gs, f)),
where ’nj=( jn, !j) are r.e.’s in the sample space ([0, 1]_X,
(B & [0, 1])_X) with laws &nj=L[’nj]=$jn_+ ($x denotes the Dirac
distribution in x) and
gs, f (t, x) :=1[0, s](t) f (x) for t # [0, 1] and x # X.
Then the process Zn can be viewed as a non-i.i.d. empirical process indexed
by the class
G :=[gs, f , s # [0, 1], f # F]
equipped with the pseudometric d(gs1 , f1 , gs2 , f2) :=|s1&s2 |+d
(2)
+ ( f1 , f2).
Considering the graph region classes of G and of F, respectively, it can
be shown that G is again a VC graph class. Furthermore, (G, d ) is totally
bounded and G has the envelope G defined by G(t, x) :=F(x) for t # [0, 1],
x # X. Now the conditions (8)(10) in 4.2 can easily be checked, from
which the FCLT for the processes Zn follows.
7.5. Smoothed Partial-Sum Processes with Fixed Locations and Uniformly
Bounded Index Set
As in 7.3 let l d :=[0, 1]d and (X, X) :=(l d, l d & Bd). For A # l d & Bd and
j # Nd we define
bnj (A) :=*d ((nA) & lj),
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where lj denotes the unit cube ( j&1, j] and *d is again the d-dimensional
Lebesgue measure on Bd. (bnj is, as it is easily seen, a p-measure.)
Let now (!j) j # Nd be a family of i.i.d. real-valued r.v.’s with E!1=0 and
E!21=1. The n th smoothed partial sum process with fixed locations is
defined by
Sn( f ) :=n&d2 :
j # Nd
bnj ( f ) !j , f # F,
where F/L2(l d, l d & Bd, *d).
In the set-indexed case, FCLT’s have already been proved by Pyke
(1983), Bass and Pyke (1984), and Alexander and Pyke (1986). In the
uniformly bounded function-indexed case, a FCLT can be found in
Gaenssler and Ziegler (1991) (of which Gaenssler and Ziegler, 1994b is the
published version) which uses a maximal inequality due to Pollard (1989)
and leads to a condition containing the so-called metric entropy with
bracketing. Unfortunately this condition is not automatically fulfilled in the
important case of F being a VC graph class. Now we present a FCLT
which holds for VC graph classes.
Let F be uniformly bounded with uniformly integrable entropy. It is easy
to see that the sum actually ranges only over Nd & nl d; hence we are in the
situation of Corollary 6.3 with j(n)=nd, wnj=bnj , and !nj=n&d2!j .
By Theorem 4.18 in Gaenssler and Ziegler (1991) (see also Gaenssler
and Ziegler, 1994b) we have (iv), i.e., fidi-convergence. Since Sn has
d (2)*d -continuous sample paths, we can w.l.o.g. assume that F is countable.
(i) and (iii) follow immediately from E!21<.
As to (ii): Proposition 4.16 in Gaenssler and Ziegler (1991) yields
n&d :
j # Nd
E(bnj (( f &g)2) !2j )=n
&d :
j # Nd
bnj (( f &g)2)
=*d (( f &g)2)=(d (2)*d ( f, g))
2.
Since (F, d (2)*d ) is totally bounded, the desired weak convergence of Sn to
a mean zero Gaussian process follows.
Finally, as mentioned at the end of Section 1, following the referee’s
suggestion, we want to add an outline of some further examples demon-
strating at the same time the broad scope of the applicability of our results.
In this context one should note that the aspect of allowing data in more
general sample spaces X (instead of Euclidean space X=Rn) becomes
really important when statisticians are, e.g., dealing with ‘‘function’’or
‘‘picture’’valued data such as seismographs, noise level tracings, electro-
cardiograms, and highdimensional biomedical data.
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7.6. Nonparametric Regression (cf. Stute, 1993)
Let ’ be a random element in an arbitrary measurable space (X, X) with
law L[’]=& and let C/X be a VCC. Let ! be a r.v. such that
E( |!| )<. Consider the regression function
m( y) :=E(! | ’= y), y # X,
and the corresponding integrated regression function indexed by C
l(C) :=|
C
m( y) &(dy), C # C.
(Since m is usually &-a.s. uniquely determined by l, statistical inference may
be based on l instead of m.)
Now, l(C)=E(1C(’) E(! | ’))=E(1C(’)!), whose empirical version,
based on i.i.d. pairs (’j , !j), 1 jn of r.e.’s in (X_R, X_B) is given by
ln(C ) :=n&1 jn 1C(’j)!j , C # C, where E(ln(C))=l(C ) for all C # C. Thus
ln can be considered as a partial-sum process with random locations in X
and random masses !nj :=n&1!j indexed by C, to which our results apply.
7.7. Smoothed Empirical Processes (cf. Yukich, 1992)
Let (’j) j # N be a sequence of canonically formed (cf. 4.1) random
elements in an arbitrary metric space X, endowed with the _-field X of its
Borel sets, with law L[’j]=& on X. Let &n :=n&1 jn $’j be the empiri-
cal measure based on ’1 , ..., ’n (where $x denotes the Dirac measure at x).
&n is the nonparametric maximum likelihood estimator for the common
law & of the observations. If the underlying measure & is smooth it is
natural to use a smoothed version &~ n of &n as an estimator for & rather than
the empirical measure itself. In this way, if T is a statistical functional of
interest, then T(&~ n) may outperform asymptotically better as an estimator
for T(&) than T(&n) does. Yukich considered smoothing through convolu-
tion as follows:
Let (+n)n # N be a sequence of smoothing probability measures on X with
+n  $o weakly and let &~ n :=&n V +n , where V denotes convolution; that is,
given a class F of measurable functions f : X  R,
&~ n( f ) :=&n V +n( f )=|| f (z+ y) +n(dz) &n(dy)
=n&1 :
jn
| f (z+’j) +n(dz)= :
jn
wnj ( f ) !nj
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with wnj ( f ) := f (z) +n(dz&’j) and !nj :=n&1. Thus &~ n=(&~ n( f ))f # F can
be considered as random measure process to which our results of Section 6
apply.
Under this viewpoint one obtains new and more general theorems for
smoothed empirical processes than those known so far from the literature.
This will be demonstrated in a joint paper with P. Gaenssler and D. Rost
which is in progress.
7.8. Estimation of Intensity Measures for Spatial Poisson Processes
(cf. Liese, 1990)
Let 8 be a Poisson point process (PPP) on an arbitrary state space
(X, X) with finite intensity measure 4 on (X, X). This means briefly that
8(|, } ) is a measure with values in [0, 1, . . .] for every fixed | # 0, that
8( } , B) is a Poisson random variable with parameter 4(B) for every fixed
B # X and that for disjoint sets B1 , ..., Bn in X the random variables
8( } , B1), ..., 8( } , Bn) are independent. Then 8 has the following properties:
E(8( f ))=4( f ) for all f # L1(4) (37)
E(8( f ) 8(g))=4( fg)+4( f ) 4(g)
for f, g0 or f, g # L2(4). (38)
Now we want to estimate the unknown underlying intensity measure 4 on
the basis of an i.i.d. sequence (8j)j # N of PPP’s. A natural estimate for 4
is the arithmetic mean
4 n :=n&1 :
jn
8j .
Then, by (37) and the strong law of large numbers, 4 n( f ) is an unbiased
and strongly consistent estimator for 4( f ) for each f # L1(4). If F is a
VCGC with envelope F such that 4(F )<, consistency holds even
uniformly over F.
Let now F/L2(4) be a VCGC with envelope F such that 4(F 2)<
and consider the process
Zn( f ) :=n12(4 n( f )&4( f )), f # F.
Then, by (38), the fidis of Zn converge to those of a mean zero Gaussian
process Z with covariance function
cov(Z( f ), Z(g))=4( fg).
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To obtain a FCLT for Zn we write Zn as a random measure process:
Zn( f )=n&12 :
jn
(8j ( f )&E8j ( f ))=Sn( f )&ESn( f ),
where
Sn( f ) := :
jn
wnj ( f ) !nj with wnj ( } ) :=8j ( } )8j (X ) ; !nj :=n&128j (X ).
Note that wnj must be a probability measure if we want to apply the results
of Section 6. Note further that if 8j (X )=0 (which happens with positive
probability), then also 8j ( f )=0 such that in this case we can take an
arbitrary probability measure for wnj . Then with wnj and !nj defined as
above, the conditions (34), (35), and (36) are easy to verify using (38), and
the desired FCLT for Zn follows.
The same method also applies to weighted arithmetic mean estimators
and triangular arrays of observations. Similar to 7.7, a smoothed version
(by convolution) of the estimator 4 n could also be considered if the
unknown underlying intensity measure 4 is smooth.
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